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Christina has been an active member of the 
ACS for several years, she served as secre-
tary in 2001, has been chair of the Public 
Relations Committee and was chair-elect 
in 2006.  Christina is also an active mem-
ber of the SSP, SACP and Pittcon commit-
tees.

According to Christina, “We are fortunate 
to be in a region with an active ACS 
local section.  Our dedicated volunteers 
run successful programs that deepen the 
understanding and appreciation of chemis-
try in the community.  In 2006 National 
Chemistry week was again a great success 
with 3655 people attending the event.  
There were 278 volunteers representing 
27 different organizations.  The ACS fund-
ed students from disadvantaged schools 
to attend the event at the Science center.  
Project Seed has been active for the last 
3 years and has been very successful, 
enabling disadvantaged high school stu-
dents to work with faculty members on 
research projects.  Our aim is to encourage 
the students to look at chemistry as a pos-
sible career.  Our Student affiliates group 
has been recognized by National ACS for 
it’s programs, holding poster sessions and 
symposia for the students.   Many of our 
programs have won awards from National 
ACS for the impact they’ve made.

All these programs, and new initiatives, 
require forward planning, we will look 
towards building on this firm and active 
foundation in 2007.  Of course the plan-
ning will include maintaining a balanced 
budget, which is becoming more challeng-
ing now that National ACS is no longer 
matching funds for programs.  We will 
host Science Cafes in 2007, thanks to 
the WPTAG group (Western Pennsylvania 
Technician Affiliates group).  These are 

informal gatherings for scientists and non-
scientists alike, to look at a discuss a 
chemistry issue in the world at large. We 
plan to honor our science heritage in the 
Pittsburgh region by organizing a heritage 
award for the first oil refinery, in down-
town Pittsburgh.  Pittsburgh will be host-
ing ACS conferences in the coming years; 
in 2007 National ACS Medical Chemistry 
conference and in 2013 the ACS Regional 
conference.  By bringing such high caliber 
events to Pittsburgh we continue to pro-
mote our region as a scientific hub of learn-
ing and research.

There are many challenges that face the 
local section.  Providing a mechanism to 
allow our membership to learn and network 
together; continuing the excellent programs 
we already have and developing some new 
ones; reaching out to the scientific and non-
scientific community alike; funding…all 
these are of constant importance throughout 
the year.  Growing membership and partic-
ipation is also a regular concern.  Keeping 
up with the scientific demographics of our 
region and interests of our membership 
is important to us.  The Pittsburgh Local 
Section is always looking for suggestions 
for events or programs, as well as for vol-
unteers to help with these events.  We’d 
like to invite anyone in our membership to 
step forward and offer what help they feel 
they can give.  Whether you have time to 
help with a day event, a committee posi-
tion or just a nomination for the Pittsburgh 
award in 2007, we appreciate you taking the 
time to give us your input.  Contact myself, 
or any of the committee members at any 
time.  Contact information can be found on 
the website at http://membership.acs.org/
P/Pitt/ or in the Crucible.  Don’t be too 

Pittsburgh Section Welcomes 2007 Chair 
Christina Mastromatteo

Pittsburgh Section 2006 
Election Results 

Chair-Elect
Linda Peteanu

Secretary-Elect
Robert Mathers

Directors
Bodie Douglas

Mordecai Treblow

Councilor
Richard Danchik   

Alternate Councilor
James Manner

Continued on Page 7
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JOB SEARCHING FOR CHEMICAL PROFESSIONALS

Presented by

The Society for Analytical Chemists of Pittsburgh
The American Chemical Society, Pittsburgh Section

The Spectroscopy Society of Pittsburgh

Saturday, February 3, 2007

ASHE AUDITORIUM UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
219 Parkman Ave (off Bigelow Blvd)

Fee: $10.00 (Lunch and Parking at Soldiers and Sailor Parking Garage Included)

PROGRAM

       8:00 A.M.  Registration

      8:30 A.M.  Welcome and Introduction

      9:00 A.M.  MANAGING AN EFFECTIVE JOB SEARCH
         Dr. Ray O’Donnell
         Career Consultant, American Chemistry Society
            

      10:40 A.M. BREAK
            

      11:30 A.M. Overview of Local Job Market - Joseph D. Jolson, Ph.D.

      12:00 P.M.  Working Lunch

      12:30 P.M.  Resume Review
          Personal Consultation

      3:00 P.M.  Local Recruiting Opportunities

Please bring your resume in order to participate in the afternoon program

For additional information, contact Bob Theys at 412-823-3077 or theys@pittcon.org
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Registration Form
2007 Job Searching for Chemical Professionals

Please make $10.00 check for workshop fee payable to ACS Pittsburgh Section
Send completed registration form by January 20, 2007 to:  

Mr. William Valenta, 214 Parkman Ave, Rm 244, Pittsburgh, PA  15260

      Name _________________________________________________________   Resume Review  Yes   or   No

      Address ________________________________________________________________________________

       City___________________________  State _______  Zip _____________  Phone ____________________

       E-mail Address __________________________________________________________________________
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Society for Analytical 
Chemists of Pittsburgh

January Meeting
Monday, January 8, 2007

Duquesne University, Maurice Falk Hall

“Microfluidic Devices for Bioanalytical Applications”
Christopher T. Culbertson, Ph.D.

Associate Professor
Kansas State University

Student Afliates Meeting, Duquesne Room (Student Union) 5:45 P.M. 
Dinner - Student Union, City View Café (6th Floor)  6:30 P.M.

Technical Presentation 8:00 P.M. Maurice Falk Hall

Microfluidic devices are dramatically changing the face of bioanalytical chemistry.  These devices have the unique capability of integrat-
ing a variety of chemical processing and analysis steps with single cell culturing, handling and transport.  Many of the microfluidic 
devices developed for cell work are fabricated from poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS).  PDMS is generally used because of its high 
oxygen permeability and biocompatibility.  Unfortunately, however, electrophoretic separations on PMDS-based microfluidic devices 
are generally much poorer than on glass microfluidic devices especially for hydrophobic molecules (e.g. rhodamine and BODIPY® 
labeled biomolecules).  In order to improve the separation of these analytes we have developed both covalent and non-covalent coat-
ings based upon sol-gel chemistry and surfactants, respectively, that result in very high efficiency, diffusion limited separations.  While 
these coatings work well, it would be easier to find a polymer whose bulk characteristics would impart non-ab/adsorptive surfaces so 
no coating is necessary at all.  To this end, we are also developing a novel PDMS-PEO block copolymer that will intrinsically resist 
the ad/absorption of hydrophobic molecules while still remaining transparent and oxygen permeable.  Initial results indicate that separa-
tions on these devices will also be diffusion limited.   Finally, because many analytes in biological samples are at very low concentra-
tions, they are difficult to detect.  The sol-gel chemistry we have used to coat PDMS channels can also be used to create nanoporous 
membranes in the microfluidic channel manifold.  The electroosmotic flow mismatch between the nanometer scale channels in the 
membrane and the microfluidic channels allows analytes to be preconcentrated near the nano-micro channel interface.  The ion-depletion 
region that develops in front of the nanoporous membrane during preconcentration generates electroosmotic flow (EOF) of the second.  
The volumetric flow rates generated by EOF of the 2nd kind are significantly larger than the flows generated by simple EOF.  These high 
flow rates allow large volumes of fluid to pass through the concentration zone rapidly so that analytes can be preconcentrated upwards 
of 1,000,000 fold in about 5 min.  The results of all of this work will be presented and discussed.

Bio:
Dr. Christopher T. Culbertson received a B.A. in biology from Harvard University in 1988 and a B.S. in chemistry from The University 
of West Florida in 1991.  He then received a Ph.D. in chemistry from The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill under the direction 
of Prof. James Jorgenson.  After completion of graduate school in 1996 he accepted a post-doctoral fellowship with J. Michael Ramsey 
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.  Dr. Culbertson was moved to permanent staff at ORNL in 1998.  In 2002 he moved to Kansas State 
University and has been recently granted tenure and  promoted to Associate Professor.  His research interests include the development 
of microfabricated chemical instrumentation, microfluidics, single cell assays, capillary liquid chromatography and the development 
of novel materials and coatings for microfluidic devices.  Dr. Culbertson has published 38 papers and presented 60 invited lectures.  
He was recently awarded an NSF CAREER award and the ACS Division of Analytical Chemistry Award for Young Investigators in 
Separation Science.

Dinner Reservations:  Please email Carolyn Benga at crb.sacp@yahoo.com, by Thursday, January 4, 2007 to make dinner reservations.  Caro-
lyn’s preference for reservations is an email.  Should you not have email, please call 412-487-0915 to make dinner reservations.  Dinner will cost $8 
($4 for students) and checks can be made out to the SACP.  If you have any dietary restrictions, let Carolyn know when you leave message.
Parking:  Duquesne University Parking Garage entrance is on Forbes Avenue.  Upon entering the garage receive parking ticket and drive to upper 
oors.  Pick up a parking sticker at the dinner or meeting.  Contact Dr. Mitch Johnson at Duquesne University if any difculties arise.
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Duquesne University
Mellon Science Hall

5:30 p.m.

Spectroscopy Society of
Pittsburgh

 Technology
        forum  

Wednesday
January 17, 2007

“An Introduction to 
Geological Carbon 

Sequestration and What’s 
Being Done in Pennsylvania”

by
Dr. John A. Harper, P.G.

Pennsylvania Geological Survey

Removing greenhouse gases, particularly 
carbon dioxide (CO2), from the atmo-
sphere in order to affect climate change has 
become a long-term goal in this country as 
well as in many other parts of the world.  
One of the ways to remove CO2 is through 
geological sequestration, which is simply 
the injection and storage of CO2 in under-
ground rock reservoirs, or “sinks.”  The 
primary attraction of geological sequestra-
tion is the potential for direct and long-term 
storage of captured CO2 emissions in close 
proximity to the CO2 source.  It is a prov-
en technology in many parts of the world, 
especially where it is used for enhanced oil 
recovery.  Geological sinks include a vari-
ety of reservoirs types, each having unique 
opportunities as well as problems that must 
be considered before storage begins.  

The Pennsylvania Geologic Survey, in con-
junction with the Midwest Regional Carbon 
Sequestration Partnership (MRCSP), has 
been involved in geological sequestration 
studies since 2003.  MRCSP is a seven-
state partnership led by Battelle Memorial 
Institute of Columbus, OH that includes 
government agencies, universities, environ-
mental organizations, and industry from 
Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, 
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia.  
MRCSP has been charged with assessing 
the technical potential, economic viability, 

SPECTROSCOPY SOCIETY 
OF PITTSBURGH

6:00 PM - Social Hour, 6:30 PM -Dinner 
(City View Cafe - 6th Floor)
8:00 PM - Business Meeting

8:15 PM - Speaker’s Presentation
“A Multivariate Optical Computing:

Vector Projection by Direct Measurement”
Dr. Michael L. Myrick

University of South Carolina

January Meeting, January 17, 2007
Duquesne University 

Mellon Hall of Science
(Maurice Falk Hall)

Optical spectra of organic compounds are used for the identification and quantitation of 
species in complex mixtures using chemometrics.  Several years ago, we developed a 
method for applying this type of mathematics to chemical measurement without requir-
ing spectra beyond those originally used for calibration.  This enables chemical measure-
ment with a simplified and application-specific instrument.  The technique we developed 
is called multivariate optical computing, and works by performing a direct projection of 
the overlap of a spectrum with a fixed spectroscopic vector.  Direct projection means, in 
this case, that no spectrum is measured to enable the prediction step, and that the neces-
sary calculations are nearly all done by optical methods.

Over several years, we have explored many aspects of the production of these instruments 
and their characteristics in terms of accuracy and precision.  My presentation will discuss 
how the technology was originally developed, as well as cover some highlights of the 
technical development of multivariate optical computing.  The presentation will conclude 
with a brief discussion of how the technology was transferred to the private sector.

Bio
Professor Michael L. Myrick received his BS in chemistry from North Carolina State 
University in 1985 and his Ph.D. in physical chemistry from New Mexico State University 
in 1988.  After a post-doctoral appointment at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 
he joined the faculty of the University of South Carolina in 1991.

In his current position as Professor in the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, 
Dr. Myrick conducts research in both the areas of Analytical Chemistry and Physical 
Chemistry.  While at the University of South Carolina, he has sponsored 13 post-doctoral 
scientists and has advised 16 graduate students.  He has authored over 130 publications 
over the course of his career.

Professor Myrick has been the recipient of several awards and recognitions including a 
NSF Graduate Fellowship (1985 - 1988); an Army Research Office Young Investigator 
Award (1992 - 1995); and was named the Outstanding Honors Professor of the Sciences 
by the University of South Carolina in 1994.

Dinner Reservations: Please call John Koczko at (412) 655-8497 or e-mail jpk@unitysystems.com 
to make dinner reservations NO LATER THAN FRIDAY, January 12, 2007.  Dinner will cost 
$8 and checks can be made out to the SSP.  If you have dietary restrictions, please let John 
know when you RSVP.  Parking Instructions:  The Duquesne University Parking Garage is 
located on Forbes Avenue.  Upon entering the garage, receive parking ticket and drive to upper 
floors.  Pick up a parking chit at the dinner or meeting.  If any difficulties arise, contact Dr. 
Mitch Johnson at Duquesne University. Continued on Page 7
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The 2007 Tripartite
Symposium

REALITIES and CHALLENGES of
GLOBAL WARMING/GLOBAL DIMMING

Sponsored by
Society for Analytical Chemists of Pittsburgh (SACP)

Spectroscopy Society of Pittsburgh (SSP)
American Chemical Society (ACS) Pittsburgh Section

April 23
Eddy Theatre

Chatham College, Pittsburgh, PA
Free Valet Parking off of Murray Hill Avenue

Registration Starting at 11:30 PM
Showing of “Movie An Inconvenient Truth” 12:00 - 1:35 PM

(The movie is being shown in order to foster questions and discussion. The Tripartite
Committee does not advocate a particular person or political opinion.)

Refreshments will be served during registration and movie, but must be consumed in lobby.
Speakers Starting at 2:00 PM, Dinner follows the Symposium

Dr. M. Granger Morgan-Carnegie Mellon Univ; International Expert on Energy and Global Warming

Dr. Beate Liepert - Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory; Research Pioneer on Global Dimming

Speaker(s) TBA

COST: $15 ($5 for full time student) SEND a check payable to “SACP”
300 Penn Center Blvd, Suite 332

Pittsburgh, PA 15235
For Directions & Map Go To 

http://www.chatham.edu/parents/directions.cfm 

NAME: _______________________________   COMPANY: __________________________________

ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________________________

CITY: _______________________________________   ST: ____   ZIP: ____________

EMAIL : ______________________________________________________________
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ACS Pittsburgh 
Chemists Club

Pittsburgh Section, American 
Chemical Society

Tuesday, January 30, 2007 

by 
 Brian Stewart

Professor of Geology and Planetary Science
University of Pittsburgh

Duranti’s Restaurant
128 N. Craig St., Pittsburgh, PA

For reservations, please call Ed Martin by noon, Friday, January 26, 2007 at (724) 335-0904 or 
e-mail at  esm@icubed.com.

Biography
Brian Stewart is Associate Professor in the Department of Geology & Planetary Science at the University of 
Pittsburgh, and currently Department Chair.  He received his Ph.D. in Geochemistry from UCLA, and worked 
as a postdoc for several years at the California Institute of Technology before moving to the University of 
Pittsburgh.  His research is focused on application of radiogenic isotopes using thermal ionization mass spec-
trometry (TIMS) to understand geological and environmental problems and processes.  Some of his past and 
present research areas include (1) magmatic processes in the plumbing systems of ancient volcanoes; (2) chro-
nology and evolution of the early solar system through studies of meteorites; (3) cycling of nutrients in soils 
and vegetation; (4) deciphering climate effects in lake sediments; (5) causes and remediation of acid mine 
drainage; (6) instrument development for long-term deployment on Martian rovers; and (7) studies of ancient 
soils and sediments to decipher atmospheric and oceanic chemical evolution.

“Astrobiological Research at the University of Pittsburgh:  What 
Ancient Soils Tell Us About the Evolution of Earth’s Atmosphere

According to NASA (http://astrobiology.arc.nasa.gov/), astrobiology is defined as “. . . the study of life in 
the universe.  It investigates the origin, evolution, distribution, and future of life on Earth, and the search for 
life beyond Earth.”  Researchers working under the astrobiology umbrella include astronomers searching for 
extra solar planets, biologists deciphering the genetic code to determine the timing and pathways of evolu-
tion, and geologists working to understand the physical, chemical and biological history of the only planet 
known to harbor life:  Earth.  University of Pittsburgh researchers have teamed with a core group at Penn 
State University to create a NASA-funded Astrobiology Research Center that is focused on the origins of our 
habitable planet.  One important part of this effort is determining the history and evolution of the atmosphere 
over ~4.5 billion years of Earth history.  At the University of Pittsburgh, research has focused on ancient (2-3 
billion-year-old) preserved soil profiles (paleosols), which provide a unique record of interactions between the 
atmosphere and the surface of the Earth, therefore providing clues about the chemistry of the early atmosphere.  
This talk will focus on the geochemical tools we use to study these profiles, and what kind of information they 
provide about the rise of oxygen in the Earth’s atmosphere.

6:00 PM 
Cocktail Time - Cash Bar

 7:45 PM Dinner
8:00 PM Program

WPTAG Co-Sponsors 2006 
ACS Keystone Circuit 
Speakers Presentation

On September 25, 2006, the Western 
Pennsylvania Technician Affiliate 
Group (WPTAG) was proud to partner 
with Bayer Association for Science 
in Communities (BASIC) to co-spon-
sor a presentation by the 2006 ACS 
Keystone Circuit Speakers.

In “Using Toys Creatively in 
Chemistry,” speakers Dr. Mickey 
Sarquis and Ms. Lynn Hogue, of the 
Center for Chemistry Education at 
Miami University in Middletown, Ohio, 
demonstrated just how interesting sci-
ence really is and how we can use toys 
to educate!

Over 100 guests were in attendance 
for the luncheon presentation.   Our 
guests included not only members of 
WPTAG, BASIC and the Pittsburgh 
Section ACS, but representatives from 
area corporations, educators and stu-
dents, as well.

This was an extremely informative and 
wonderfully energizing program that 
won’t soon be forgotten!  Dr. Sarquis 
and Ms. Hogue are dedicated instruc-
tors and dynamic speakers.  They intro-
duced innovative and fun teaching 
methods which will be used to enhance 
class room studies and community out-
reach programs.   

WPTAG expresses our sincerest appre-
ciation to all for contributing to this 
successful event!

Submitted by Bernice Karp 
2006 WPTAG Chair
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and public acceptability of carbon seques-
tration within the region.  The region is a 
major source of CO2 - more than 600 sta-
tionary facilities are considered CO2 point 
sources, about half of which are responsi-
ble for emitting more than 800 million tons 
of CO2 per year.  During Phase I, the geo-
logical team studied the regional geology 
of the area to delineate the most promising 
prospective geological reservoirs and sinks 
for CO2 sequestration through data collec-
tion, interpretation, and mapping.  Initial 
results indicate that Pennsylvania’s rock 
reservoirs have the potential capacity to 
store an enormous amount of CO2.  

In 2006, the Pennsylvania Department 
of Conservation and Natural Resources 
(DCNR), parent agency of the Pennsylvania 
Geological Survey, began efforts to study 
and make recommendations for managing 
carbon within the state.  The main objective 
is to develop a meaningful carbon man-
agement plan that is compatible with the 
core mission programs of the department.  
During this process, DCNR and its mul-
titude of partners hope to understand and 
effectively exploit both terrestrial and geo-
logical sequestration opportunities within 
Pennsylvania, initially through encourag-
ing (and, perhaps, helping to fund) dem-
onstration sequestration projects, and even-
tually through such mechanisms as carbon 
credit trading.  DCNR wants to offset at 
least a portion of Pennsylvania’s green-
house gas emissions while capturing any 

potential co-benefits such as enhancing the 
recovery of oil and natural gas and the 
growth of the state’s large forest and agri-
cultural resources. 

Bio
Dr. John A. Harper, P.G. is a geologist 
with the Pennsylvania Department of 
Conservation and Natural Resources 
(DCNR).  He serves as Chief of the Oil, 
Gas and Subsurface Geology Section of the 
Pennsylvania Geologic Survey, a position 
he has held since 1981.  His duties include 
overseeing the collection and dissemina-
tion of information on Pennsylvania’s oil 
and natural gas industry, doing geological 
research on subsurface oil and gas for-
mations, and providing information to the 
public on the regional geology, paleontol-
ogy, and geologic hazards of southwestern 
Pennsylvania.  He and his staff have been 
part of many studies dealing with petro-
leum geology, including numerous projects 
funded by the US Department of Energy 
that involved working with colleagues from 
surrounding states.  He and his staff are 
currently working on Phase II of geologi-
cal sequestration research with the Midwest 
Regional Carbon Sequestration Partnership.  
He has also published numerous profes-
sional and popular articles on geology, 
paleontology, and geologic history.  

surprised if you hear from us too.  We’ll 
try the occasional e-mail blast to the local 
membership for special events and maybe 
a survey too.  Your input is very valuable 
to us.”

Christina lives in Verona with her husband, 
Sam, and their young son.  They are cur-
rently expecting their second child early 
in the New Year.  She is a native of the 
UK and came to Pittsburgh 10 years ago 
for a postdoctoral position at CMU.  By 
2007 Christina will have been with PPG 
Industries for 9 years.  

Mastromatteo Continued from 
Page 1

SSP Technology Forum 
Continued from Page 4

Call for Scholars 
Program Applications

The American Chemical Society 
Scholars Program is now accepting 
applications for the 2007-2008 aca-
demic year. Information and the appli-
cations documents can be found on 
our web site at http://chemistry.org/
scholars. Applicants can now apply 
ON-LINE at the same web site!

Alternatively, interested individuals 
can contact us by e-mail at 
scholars@acs.org; they can call toll-
free 1-800-227-5558, extension 6250; 
or they can write to:

American Chemical Society
Scholars Program
1155 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

ACS Cut and Paste 
November/December 2006
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Society for Analytical 
Chemists of Pittsburgh

February Meeting
Monday, February 5, 2007

Duquesne University, Maurice Falk Hall

“New Chemical Approaches to Environmental 
Remediation in Soil and Groundwater”

Thomas E. Mallouk, Ph.D.
Director 

Pennsylvania State University

Student Afliates Meeting, Duquesne Room (Student Union) 5:45 P.M. 
Dinner - Student Union, City View Café (6th Floor)  6:30 P.M.

Technical Presentation 8:00 P.M. Maurice Falk Hall

Soil and groundwater contain a legacy of chemical substances - including halogenated 
organics and toxic metal ions - from industrial and agricultural processes.  Several years 
ago, scientists at the University of Waterloo developed a remediation method based on 
zero-valent iron, which has since been investigated by numerous researchers.  Chemical 
reduction by iron converts halogen-containing compounds to relatively innocuous hydro-
carbons, and reducible metal ions (Cr(VI), Pb(II), Hg(II), As(V), Tc(VII)) to less soluble 
forms.  Still, the inaccessibility of the deep subsurface and the large volume of soil or 
water affected by a chemical spill make the clean up of contaminants both costly and 
technically daunting.  To address this problem, we have developed chemical “delivery 
vehicles” that transport metal nanoparticles through soils.  This talk describes the design 
of these supported metal nanoparticles, their interaction with the complex matrix of natu-
ral soils, and the mechanism of their reactions with halocarbons and toxic metal ions.

Bio:
Thomas E. Mallouk was born in New York and received an Sc.B. degree in 1977 from 
Brown University.  He was a graduate student at the University of California, Berkeley, 
and a postdoctoral fellow at MIT.  In 1985, he joined the Chemistry faculty at the 
University of Texas at Austin.  In 1993 he moved to Penn State, where he is now DuPont 
Professor of Materials Chemistry and Physics.  He is best known for his work on inor-
ganic self-assembly, and on the chemistry of porous, lamellar, and nanoscale materials.  
His research has focused on the application of inorganic materials to different problems in 
solid state and surface chemistry, including photochemical energy conversion, nanoscale 
electronics, catalysis and electrocatalysis, chemical sensing, superconductivity, and envi-
ronmental remediation.  He is the author of approximately 250 scientific publications, 
including a few good ones, and has also edited three books on chemical sensing and 
solid state chemistry.  He is an Associate Editor of the Journal of the American Chemical 
Society and the director of the Penn State MRSEC, the Center for Nanoscale Science.

Dinner Reservations:  Please e-mail Carolyn Benga at crb.sacp@yahoo.com, by Thursday, 
February 1, 2007 to make dinner reservations.  Carolyn’s preference for reservations is an email.  
Should you not have email, please call 412-487-0915 to make dinner reservations.  Dinner will 
cost $8 ($4 for students) and checks can be made out to the SACP.  If you have any dietary 
restrictions, let Carolyn know when you leave message.
Parking:  Duquesne University Parking Garage entrance is on Forbes Avenue.  Upon entering 
the garage receive parking ticket and drive to upper oors.  Pick up a parking sticker at the dinner 
or meeting.  Contact Dr. Mitch Johnson at Duquesne University if any difculties arise.

Mentors Wanted!
The U.S. National Chemistry 
Olympiad Invites You to Apply for 
the Mentor Position

High School and College educators 
are invited to apply for a position 
as mentor for the U.S. National 
Chemistry Olympiad program. 
(Preference will be given to high 
school teachers). To learn more or 
to apply visit: www.chemistry.org/
education/olympiad.html

ACS Cut and Paste 
November/December 2006

POLYMER GROUP
Pittsburgh Section

American Chemical Society

Student Poster and 
Presentation Night

January 17, 2007

Duranti’s Restaurant
128 N. Craig St.

The winner of the Student Poster 
contest, to be chosen by January 5, 
2007, will present at this meeting.  
For more information or to make 
reservations, please contact Polymer 
group Chair, Nick Tsarevsky at 
nvt@cmu.edu or 412-268-1872

Social Hour (cash bar) 5:30 pm
Dinner   6:30 pm
Presentation  7:30 pm
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Stay up-to-date on 
all the happenings 
of the Pittsburgh 
Section ACS by 

visiting the section’s 
website. 

http://
membership.acs.org/P/Pitt

NCW 2006: Your Home - It’s All Built On Chemistry

The Pittsburgh Section’s 2006 National 
Chemistry Week (NCW) event was held 
at the Carnegie Science Center (CSC) on 
Friday and Saturday, October 27-28, 2006. 
The theme for the 2006 celebration was 
“Your Home - It’s All Built On Chemistry.” 
A total of 278 volunteers, from twenty-
seven groups and organizations, conducted 
hands-on experiments, activities, and dem-
onstrations. Including PPG Industries Inc.’s 
demonstration titled “Reaction in Action,” 
there were several theater-style shows pre-
sented in the various CSC stages over the 
two day period. Of the 278 volunteers, 
139 (50%) were ACS members or affili-
ates (students, teachers, technicians, etc.). 
Total attendance for the two-day event was 
approximately 3655. 

For the 2006 NCW celebration, the 
Pittsburgh Section reached out to under-
represented “at-risk” minorities in the 
Southwestern Pennsylvania area to promote 
science education and literacy. Through 
financial support provided by the Society 
for Analytical Chemists of Pittsburgh 
(SACP) and the Spectroscopy Society of 
Pittsburgh (SSP), over 900 students and 
their chaperones from thirteen schools were 
provided an opportunity to participate in the 
NCW celebration at the Carnegie Science 
Center. Without the generous support from 
the SACP and SSP, these students would 
not have participated in a science-related 
school field trip during the 2006-07 school 
year due to financial hardship. In all, over 
1600 students from twenty one schools 
attended the NCW event.

The Pittsburgh Section wishes to extend 
its gratitude to the 2006 NCW sponsors, 
including the Society for Analytical 
Chemists of Pittsburgh, the Spectroscopy 
Society of Pittsburgh, Bayer Corporation 
and the Carnegie Science Center. Without 
the continued support from these organiza-
tions, the Pittsburgh Section would not be 
able to reach so many in our communities 
with a positive message about science and 
chemistry, while promoting science educa-
tion and literacy. The Pittsburgh Section 
also wishes to thank the 278 dedicated vol-
unteers! Special thanks also go to Steve 
Valasek from PPG Industries, Inc. for 
his demonstrations in the Science Stage 
Theater. 

Many thanks  to the following organiza-
tions for participating in and supporting the 
2006 NCW event: 

Alpha Chi Sigma of Duquesne University, 
American Chemistry Council, American 
Institute of Chemical Engineers, Bayer 
Corporation, Carlow University ACS 
Student Affiliate Chapter, Carnegie Mellon 
University Department of Chemistry, 
Carnegie Mellon University Department of 
Chemical Engineering, Chatham College 
Chemistry Society, Children’s Hospital 
of Pittsburgh, Communities in Schools 
Academy, Clarion University ACS Student 
Affiliate Chapter, Duquesne University 
ACS Student Affiliate Chapter, Fisher 
Science Education, Geneva College 
Chemistry Society, Indiana University 
of Pennsylvania ACS Student Affiliate 
Chapter, McGuffey High School
NOVA Chemical, PPG Industries, Inc., 
SACP Student Affiliates (Waynesburg 
College), Seton Hill University Chemistry 
Club, Shady Side Academy, Society for 
Analytical Chemists of Pittsburgh, 
Spectroscopy Society of Pittsburgh, The 
Children’s Institute - Amazing Kids Station, 
The Electrochemical Society, University of 
Pittsburgh ACS Student Affiliate Chapter, 
Western Pennsylvania Technician Affiliate 
Group

Submitted by V. Michael Mautino

Mark Your Calendar: 
NCW 2007

The Carnegie Science Center 
has been reserved Friday and 
Saturday, October 26-27, 2007 
for the Pittsburgh Section’s 2007 
NCW event.  The 2007 NCW 
theme is “The Many Faces of 
Chemistry.”
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The Crucible

Material must be received by the 1st 
of the month prior to publication for 
inclusion in The Crucible.  This rule 
will be enforced in order to distribute 
The Crucible to readers in a timely 
manner (before the 1st day of every 
publication month).  
The Crucible is published monthly, 
August through May.  Circulation, 
3,000 copies per month.  Subscription 
price, six dollars per year.  All state-
ments and opinions expressed herein 
are those of the editors or contribu-
tors and do not necessarily reect the 
position of the Pittsburgh Section.

Editor
Traci Johnsen

124 Moffett Run Rd.
Aliquippa, PA  15001
Phone:  724-378-9334 

Fax:  724-378-9334
tracijohnsen@comcast.net

Advertising Editor
Vince Gale

MBO Services
P.O. Box 1150

Marsheld, MA  02050
Phone:  781-837-0424

Fax:  781-837-1453
 cust-svc@adelphia.net

Business Directory

EMPLOYMENT
The Crucible will accept at no charge, 

POSITION WANTED ADS 
from unemployed ACS members

Contact:
Traci Johnsen

124 Moffett Run Rd.
Aliquippa, PA  15001

724-378-9334 
e-mail: tracijohnsen@comcast.net

Position Wanted

Chair: 
Christina Mastromatteo

PPG Industries
440 College Park Dr.

Monroeville, PA 15146
724-325-5318

mastromatteo@pittcon.org

Chair-Elect
Linda Peteanu

Carnegie Mellon University
4400 Fifth Ave. #139

Pittsburgh, PA  15213-2617
 412-683-8373 

peteanu@andrew.cmu.edu

Secretary
Mary Anne Alvin
U.S. DOE/NETL

Mail Stop 58-202A
P.O. Box 10940

Pittsburgh, PA  15236-0940
412-386-5498

 maryanne.alvin@netl.doe.gov

Treasurer

Emanuel Schreiber
1940 Wightman St.  

Pittsburgh, PA 15217-1549  
412-624-6862

 manny@pitt.edu

PITTSBURGH SECTION 
OFFICERS

Services Career Opportunities
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Change of Address
     If you move, notify the American Chemical Society, 1155 
Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
   To avoid interruption in delivery of your CRUCIBLE, please 
send your new address to Traci Johnsen, 124 Moffett Run Rd., 
Aliquippa, PA  15001. Allow two months for the change to 
become effective.

Wed.        17 Polymer Group, Pittsburgh Section ACS
  Duranti’s Restaurant
  Student Poster and Presentation Night

Mon.        8 Society for Analytical Chemists of Pittsburgh (SACP)
  Duquesne University, Maurice Falk Hall
  “Microuidic Device for Bioanalytical Applications”
  Christopher T. Culbertson, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Kansas State University

Tues.       30 ACS Pittsburgh Energy Technology Group
  More Restaurant
  “Astrobiological Research at the University of Pittsburgh:  What Ancient Soils Tell Us About the Evolution of  
  Earth’s Atmosphere”
  Brian Stewart, Professor of Geology and Planetary Science, University of Pittsburgh

January

February

Sat.           3 Job Searching for Chemical Professionals
  Ashe Auditorium, University of Pittsburgh

Mon.        5 Society for Analytical Chemists of Pittsburgh (SACP)
  Duquesne University, Maurice Falk Hall
  “New Chemical Approaches to Environmental Remediation in Soil and Groundwater”
  Thomas E. Mallouk, Ph.D., Director, Pennsylvania State University

Wed.       17 Spectroscopy Society of Pittsburgh (SSP) Technology Forum
  Duquesne University, Maurice Falk Hall
  “An Introduction to Geological Carbon Sequestration and What’s Being Done in Pennsylvania”
  Dr. John A. Harper, P.G., Pennsylvania Geological Society

Wed.       17 Spectroscopy Society of Pittsburgh (SSP)
  Duquesne University, Maurice Falk Hall 
  “A Multivariate Optical Computing:  Vector Projection by Direct Measurement”
  Dr. Michael L. Myrick, University of South Carolina


